Nissan 300 zx interior

Thank you for visiting the LeatherSeats. Our Nissan ZX leather kits are patterned from the
original OEM covers to insure a factory fit every time, and are sold with a similar leather to vinyl
ratio as the factory leather interiors, which is leather seating surfaces with matching vinyl sides
and backs. Unlike other companies on the web, our leather interiors are designed with the
do-it-yourselfer in mind so our warranty is honored whether you install the ZX leather interior
yourself or take it to a local upholstery shop. You can find these two-tone styles below in the
Pattern Archive section below. If you cannot find a pattern that matches what you are looking
for then just call us and let us know what you are wanting. We will do our best to put together a
custom ZX leather auto upholstery package that is exactly what you are looking for. However,
pattern changes are fairly expensive depending on the complexity of the design. All pattern
changes inquiries will go through our bespoke project manager. Anything you can design, we
will do our best to build. Our Nissan ZX leather seats are made with top grain, vat dyed,
automotive grade leather hides, and are finished in a European style, milled pebble. Our auto
upholstery grade leather hides are normally thicker than the OEM leather hides and therefore
hold a lot more of the moisture in to keep your leather seats soft and supple for years to come.
We use this same automotive grade hides for all our ZX leather seats so if you are looking for,
not only Nissan ZX leather seats, but also raw materials to complete the restoration or
customization of your interior then we have what you need. We want to be your one stop shop
for all your custom ZX leather interior products. We also offer an option to upgrade the quality
of the leather used in your new interior package. The upgrade leather line is referred to as the
Ecstasy Collection and is a full line of top quality FULL Grain Italian aniline dyed protected
automotive leathers. All Ecstasy leather hides are a finished using only grade A Brahma Bull
gull grain crusts. The manufacturing process uses a fully protected aniline finish with a final
layer of color pigment to ensure color consistency throughout the hide. As of now we are only
offering the Ecstasy leather upgrade on all of our local custom interior fabrication jobs as well
as a selected number of our production leather kit patterns. Also, the Ecstasy leather colors line
is somewhat limited If you are interested in more information or a price quote for your Nissan
ZX Ecstasy leather interior then please give us a call or click the Build Your Own Interior button
above. One of our most asked question after "What does this company sell? This leather
interior installation guide should answer many general questions concerning installation as well
as give you a very good idea of what is involved in the installation of our ZX leather seat kits.
You can also access our LeatherSeats section of our website which holds the general
installation guide as well as a lot of other tips and tricks that a do-it-yourself would find helpful
with their first install. Our sales staff has extensive training on all of our products and should be
able to answer or find the answer to any question you might have. Thank you for visiting
LeatherSeats. Pattern Archive. Two-Tone Combo. Two-Tone Body. Two-Tone Centers.
Two-Tone Facings. Two-Tone Inserts. Special Packages. The Nissan ZX is a sports car in the
Nissan Z-car family that was produced across two similar but unique generations. As with all
other versions of the Z, the ZX was sold within the Japanese domestic market under the name
Fairlady Z. It was sold in Japan from to and in the United States from to , the ZX name followed
the numerical convention initiated with the original Z car, the Nissan S30 , which was marketed
in the U. The addition of the "X" to the car's name was a carryover from its predecessor, the ZX ,
to signify the presence of more luxury and comfort oriented features. The first generation ZX
known as the Z31 model was produced from through and was a sales success becoming the
highest volume Z-car for Nissan. To become even more competitive in the sports car market,
the second generation Z32 was driven up-market. It was redesigned to be faster and feature
more advanced technology, but came with a higher price than its predecessor, with consecutive
price increases each model year of availability. As such, sales dwindled each year, a trend in
the higher end sports car market at the time, and Nissan placed a hiatus on selling new Nissan
Z-Cars to the US after the model year, though the car would continue to be sold in the Japan
domestic market until in low production numbers. Car and Driver placed the Z32 on its Ten Best
list for seven consecutive years, each model year of its availability in the United States. Motor
Trend awarded it as the Import Car of the Year. Designed by Kazumasu Takagi and his team of
developers, the Z31 improved aerodynamics and increased power when compared to its
predecessor, the ZX. The newer Z-car had a drag coefficient of 0. According to Nissan , the new
V6 engine was intended to uphold the sporty, six-cylinder spirit of the original Fairlady Z , but in
a more compact and efficient package. The ZR was the last Z-car to feature a factory-installed
inline six. There were five engine options in total: A turbocharged dual overhead cam 2. The Z31
had electronic fuel injection EFI , and was rear wheel drive. The VG30 engine was either a type A
or type B sub-designation from to March , while models from April to had a W sub-designation.
The W-series engines featured redesigned water jackets for additional cooling, and fully floating
piston wrist pins. Finally, these engines were equipped with self-adjusting hydraulic valve

lifters. The transmissions were a 5-speed manual or an optional 4-speed automatic all Z31
automatics were the E4N71B equipped with torque-converter lockup including turbo models. All
Z31s were equipped with a Nissan R rear differential, [ citation needed ] April and later turbo
models received an R clutch limited-slip differential except Shiro Specials which had a
Viscous-type limited slip. Select ZX models as well as some other Nissan models of the time
period could also be equipped with a digital gauge cluster that also utilized a "Voice Warning
System". The Voice Warning System used the vehicle's radio and driver's door speaker to mute
the radio and provide a vocal warning whenever the left or right door was ajar, the exterior
lights were left on after the vehicle was turned off, parking brake was left on while trying to
operate the car, or the fuel level was low. Other technological features in the ZX included a
"Body Sonic" audio system that utilized a separate amplifier and speakers in the vehicle's front
seats that allowed bass from music to be felt by the vehicle's occupants, and a fully digital
climate control system. The Z31 chassis was based on the ZX. Turbocharged models, except for
the Shiro Special edition, had 3-way electronically adjustable shock absorbers. The Z31 was
available in either left or right hand drive. The Z31 body was slightly restyled in with the addition
of side skirts, flared fenders, and sixteen inch wheels turbo models only. Many black plastic
trim pieces were also painted to match the body color, and the hood scoop was removed. The
car was given a final makeover in that included more aerodynamic bumpers, fog lamps within
the front air dam, and bulb-based headlamps that replaced the outdated sealed beam
headlights. The ZX-titled reflector in the rear was updated to a narrow set of tail lights running
the entire width of the car and an LED third brake light on top of the rear hatch. This was the
first car in history to have the central brake light with LED, in model year, made by Stanley
Electric. The Z31 continued selling until , more than any other Z-Car at the time. Cars produced
from to are referred to as "Zenki" models, while cars produced from to are known as "Kouki"
models. The models are a special due to sharing some major features from both. They are
sometimes referred to as "Chuki" models, but are usually grouped with the Zenki models
because of the head and tail lights. North America was the main market for the ZX, as for
previous generations of the Z-car. It was introduced to the United States in October , along with
the remainder of Nissan's model year lineup. The SF model was only available in Canada. The to
turbo models featured a Garrett T3 turbocharger with a 7. For the model year, the base
two-seater model was made available without the T-bars, creating a lower cost entry-level
version. Two Special Edition versions of the Z31 generation model were produced by Nissan; a
50th Anniversary Edition celebrated the company's semi-centennial in and offered additional
luxury features, and a "Shiro Special", released four years later, with performance-oriented
upgrades. The only option available to the 50th Anniversary Edition was the choice between an
automatic or a 5-speed manual transmission. In , the turbocharged Shiro Special debuted with
pearl white paint, stiffer springs and matched shocks, heavy-duty anti-sway bars, a unique front
air dam, paint matched wheels, Recaro seats with matching door panels, painted bumperettes,
white painted door handles and a viscous limited-slip differential. No options were available for
the Shiro. As originally introduced, all Japanese market Fairlady Z's were slicktops, but the
T-top option was made available in February The 2-liter models later gained the Z, ZG, or ZS
monikers to help differentiate from the larger, three-liter models. The ZR model was introduced
in October and was the first production car in the world to use a ceramic turbocharger. This was
made much smaller with the October facelift, which generally made for a smoother appearance
overall. The ZR was positioned as a sportier alternative, with tighter suspension settings, while
the turbocharged ZX was now only offered with an automatic transmission, and the ZR was a
budget alternative as it fit into a lower tax and insurance category thanks to its smaller engine.
The two-seater model was not available in mainland Europe but was available in the United
Kingdom. All European turbocharged models received a different front lower spoiler as well,
with models being unique and production having the same spoiler as the USDM Shiro Special
model. Swedish- and Swiss-market models as well as those sold in Australia received exhaust
gas recirculation control systems to meet those countries particular emissions regulations. The
cars sold in and '85 were all naturally aspirated with no catalytic converter, while the
turbocharged version was the only model available from to There was only one trim level in
Australia, with the digital dashboard and climate control being an optional upgrade package,
and leather seats only available in the redesigned series 3 "Californian" models. The Australian
factory service manual provides camshaft measurements which do not match any of the known
USDM or EDM camshaft profiles, the FSM states the exhaust valve has an open duration of
degrees, but the specified opening and closing angles add up to degrees. The exterior badge
was fixed to the cars by dealerships, so the position of the badge is not the same on all models.
There was no Shiro Special in Australia, and no models featured the adjustable shock
absorbers. The Z32 was a new design, approved in final form by Nissan management on

October 1, and designed by Isao Sono and Toshio Yamashita. It had a marginally increased drag
coefficient of. Nissan utilized the Cray-2 supercomputer to design the new Z32 with a form of
CAD software [22] making it one of the first production cars to utilize this tool. Most Z32s now
featured T-tops as standard. In , a 2-seat convertible version produced by ASC [23] was
introduced for the first time, in response to aftermarket conversions. Officially, a total of eight
cars were produced and were numbered But there were others custom-made. The exact number
is not known. The SR claimed the title of the third fastest production car in the world in for a
fraction of the price of a Lamborghini Diablo and Ferrari F40 according to the designer Randy
Ball. The performance upgrades were covered by the factory warranty. Each vehicle was
numbered in the engine bay and interior. American Z-car sales reached one million sales during
the model year, making it at that time the best selling sports car. A Commemorative Edition for
the final units shipped to America included decals and certificates of authenticity. In Japan , the
ZX continued until August It could be ordered with various options separately. Options were
available separately by order only, and include:. The aforementioned facelift of late featured a
new front fascia, tail lights, optional Xenon HID headlights, optional rear spoiler, optional BBS
mesh wheels, orange rear corner lights and an instrument cluster with white dials as well as
other minor changes. The Z32 chassis underwent some changes during its production run
between and Japan and to US. The Z32's extended model year sales in reached 39, units. The
second commercial was directed by Ridley Scott and only aired once. Executives at Nissan
pulled the commercial after the initial airing when they became concerned the commercial
would promote street racing since the commercial features the ZX being faster than a sport
bike, a formula one car and a fighter jet. Joe -like action figure coming to life, getting behind the
wheel of a red ZX radio-controlled car and picking up a Barbie -like doll for a date, stealing her
away from her husband, who resembles Ken. They then drive around the feet of Mr K, a
caricature of former Nissan executive Yutaka Katayama , who smiles as he watches them go by.
Joe, Barbie and Ken amounted to "trademark and copyright infringement" and caused
"irreparable injury to Mattel's name, business reputation and goodwill. The ZX was campaigned
during and in showroom stock racing. Additional factory endorsement, combined with a new
chassis, transmission and more reliable Goodyear tires contributed to the team's success. The
biggest triumph for the Z32 racecar was the victory in the 24 Hours of Daytona. In an attempt to
level the playing field in the GTS-1 class by reducing the allowable horsepower, the IMSA
declared the twin turbo VG engine ineligible for the season. In , JUN's first Z32 went In Australia,
the to Nissan ZX was assessed in the Used Car Safety Ratings brochure as providing "average"
protection for its occupants in the event of a crash. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Sport compact. Pulsar NX. Altima Coupe. GT-R R Vehicle sold only in Canada. Thank you for
visiting the LeatherSeats. Our Nissan ZX leather kits are patterned from the original OEM covers
to insure a factory fit every time, and are sold with a similar leather to vinyl ratio as the factory
leather interiors, which is leather seating surfaces with matching vinyl sides and backs. Unlike
other companies on the web, our leather interiors are designed with the do-it-yourselfer in mind
so our warranty is honored whether you install the ZX leather interior yourself or take it to a
local upholstery shop. You can find these two-tone styles below in the Pattern Archive section
below. If you cannot find a pattern that matches what you are looking for then just call us and
let us know what you are wanting. We will do our best to put together a custom ZX leather auto
upholstery package that is exactly what you are looking for. However, pattern changes are fairly

expensive depending on the complexity of the design. All pattern changes inquiries will go
through our bespoke project manager. Anything you can design, we will do our best to build.
Our Nissan ZX leather seats are made with top grain, vat dyed, automotive grade leather hides,
and are finished in a European style, milled pebble. Our auto upholstery grade leather hides are
normally thicker than the OEM leather hides and therefore hold a lot more of the moisture in to
keep your leather seats soft and supple for years to come. We use this same automotive grade
hides for all our ZX leather seats so if you are looking for, not only Nissan ZX leather seats, but
also raw materials to complete the restoration or customization of your interior then we have
what you need. We want to be your one stop shop for all your custom ZX leather interior
products. We also offer an option to upgrade the quality of the leather used in your new interior
package. The upgrade leather line is referred to as the Ecstasy Collection and is a full line of top
quality FULL Grain Italian aniline dyed protected automotive leathers. All Ecstasy leather hides
are a finished using only grade A Brahma Bull gull grain crusts. The manufacturing process
uses a fully protected aniline finish with a final layer of color pigment to ensure color
consistency throughout the hide. As of now we are only offering the Ecstasy leather upgrade on
all of our local custom interior fabrication jobs as well as a selected number of our production
leather kit patterns. Also, the Ecstasy leather colors line is somewhat limited If you are
interested in more information or a price quote for your Nissan ZX Ecstasy leather interior then
please give us a call or click the Build Your Own Interior button above. One of our most asked
question after "What does this company sell? This leather interior installation guide should
answer many general questions concerning installation as well as give you a very good idea of
what is involved in the installation of our ZX leather seat kits. You can also access our
LeatherSeats section of our website which holds the general installation guide as well as a lot of
other tips and tricks that a do-it-yourself would find helpful with their first install. Our sales staff
has extensive training on all of our products and should be able to answer or find the answer to
any question you might have. Thank you for visiting LeatherSeats. Pattern Archive. Two-Tone
Combo. Two-Tone Body. Two-Tone Centers. Two-Tone Facings. Two-Tone Inserts. Special
Packages. Whether you want to customize or upgrade your Nissan ZX, Genuine Nissan Parts
deliver an unparalleled experience, both on and off the track. Toggle Navigation. Home
Performance Merchandise. Find a Dealer. Search Go. Nissan ZX. You can edit the name of your
vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select
Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Click here to learn
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ail Prices and do not include [tax and] installation charges. Dealer sets actual price.
Professional driver [on closed course], using extensive safety precautions. Do not attempt.
Driving is a serious business and requires your full attention. Obey all traffic laws, always drive
safely, and wear your seat belt. See your new vehicle limited warranty information booklet and
Owners manual for proper vehicle operation and complete warranty details. New Vehicle
Limited Warranty excludes damage resulting from racing or competition. Damage or failures
caused by use of this part are also excluded from warranty coverage. See warranty booklet for
details. Obey all traffic laws, always drive safely and wear your seatbelt. Designed and intended

for off-road use application only. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy
of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages.
Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

